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General Information

Objective: This is a fun league to extend postal league shooting competition to all who wish to 
participate. There are no fees and therefore no prizes or awards, only bragging rights, the satisfaction 
of participating, and all that trigger time. Any .22 rifle, any sights, no shooting coats or extra support, 
all offhand (disability position modifications are okay.)

Target: WSU (SPG Sales) or ASSRA Official 50 Foot Standing Target. Traditionally, 2 shots are fired per 
record bull. Unlimited sighting shots at the SS bull(s.) At your option, you may fire any number of shots 
per bull, including SS bulls to total 50 record shots.

   
DSA has developed downloadable NRA style 12 bull targets available on the web site for printing. Two 
bulls for sighters and 10 for record shots.

Any number of shots per bull is acceptable (1 to 5) as long as close groups and tearing don’t hinder 
scoring.

Number of Shots: 50 record shots per set (all shot in one session), 10 sets total.  
Perfect targets = 250 (50 consecutive centers all in one set shot for record).

Scoring: Scoring is by leaded edge. .22 caliber INWARD scoring gauges (plugs) or overlays. Simply 
stated, if the plug or lead mark touches (no gap) the scoring ring, the higher score is given.

Sending in Scores: send scores to  275municycle@gmail.com 

Requested format (25s entered as .0000), Spreadsheets accepted. 

Sample:

Team Name (or ‘Unassigned’)
Set # 1 Set # 2 Set # 3

Shooter #1 1170.0012 1178.0014
Shooter #2 1210.0030
Shooter #3 995.0004 1010.0009

http://blackpowderspg.com/
http://assra.com/
mailto:275municycle@gmail.com
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 Shooters/Teams:

Three shooters on a Team (you assign.) Two shooters teams are acceptable. Unassigned 
shooters will be assigned to teams where possible.   Individual shooters are welcome. We 
may combine shooters into teams as it seems appropriate.

Equipment list: Please submit equipment list with first scores.  Used for classes (Open Any Sight, 
Open Iron Sight, Traditional Any Sight, Traditional Iron Sight)
Rifle Make/Model; Sights and power if scope; 
Ammo Indicate if the rifle is Traditional Class.

DSA responsibility is to post the scores promptly. You may send in scores as they are shot. Early 
entries are acceptable.  Please don’t hold scores until the end.


